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THE THIRD BOOK OF THE MACCABEES. 

IT will probably never be easy to discriminate critically 
between the exaggerations and hyperboles on the one 
hand and, on the other, the substratum of authentic facts 
contained in the so-called Third Book of the Maccabees. 
Yet if recent investigation has affected this question at all, 
the tendency is towards a stronger belief in the historical 

genuineness of certain parts of that narrative. In the first 

place, it is obvious to a close reader of Polybius and of 
Plutarch's Life of Cleomenes that the writer of 3 Macc. 

presents the same picture of Ptolemy Philopator's character 
as do the former authorities. The writer of 3 Macc. may 
have been unjust to Ptolemy, but he had the same prejudices 
as those displayed by all other "foreign" critics of that 
monarch. 

But we can go a little further than this now. Prof. J. P. 

Mahaffy's work on The Empire of the Ptolemies (Macmillan, 
I895) may be almost described as an attempt to go behind 
the "foreign" historians, and to present the Ptolemies 
from the "native" Egyptian point of view. Ptolemy 
Philopator's reign, according to this latest of its chroniclers, 
"was not so worthless and mischievous as it appears. 
Had Polybius and Plutarch been lost, and inscriptions 
only been preserved, we should have formed quite another 

picture of Philopator" (p. 270). Prof. Mahaffy shows from 

inscriptions in the various temples, as e. g. of the Paphian 
Aphrodite, that this Ptolemy was a man of liberal propen- 
sities, so far at least as his money was concerned. We are 
here reminded strongly of 3 Macc. i. 7: wrotio-as e TroVTo, Ka; 
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Tros T7E4VELrj bOpeas' a7rov', E as, EvOapcTEtS- TOVS v7rorerayz,evovs 

KareorT7rlc . Further, Philopator was a great builder. "The 
remains of Philopator's work are more important than any 
left us by his predecessors, and they extend far beyond them 
to that region of the Nile which seems hitherto untouched 

by Ptolemaic influences. Not only did he build at Thebes, 
not only was he the second founder of Edfu, and busy at 
Philae, but he began the exquisite little shrine now known 
as Deyr el Medineh, over against Luxor. In fact we can 

clearly perceive that his architectural activity extended all 
over Upper Egypt. But this is not all. Now for the first 
time we find Ptolemaic cartouches in buildings as far off as 
Dakkeh, fully fifty miles above the First Cataract. They 
are added by Ptolemy Philopator to the inner shrine or 

adytum built by the Nubian King Ergamenes, who, as 
Diodorus tells us, broke through the bondage of the priests, 
and being educated in Hellenic learning, would not obey 
their summons to put himself to death" (pp. 272-3). 

May we not here perceive part of the real motive which 

perhaps induced Philopator to persist so strongly in the 
desire to inspect the innermost shrine of the Temple at 
Jerusalem? It always seemed to me difficult to believe 
that, for all his Bacchanalian propensities as described by 
Polybius, Plutarch, and the author of 3 Macc., Philo- 

pator should have been the man to desecrate a foreign 
shrine. Besides the edifices already alluded to, and the 
ambitious building described by Athenaeus (v. 37-9), 
Philopator built many temples on the Upper Nile, "and 
the gods and goddesses of Nubia, and the deified Nile, 
offer him gifts" (p. 273). On this Prof. Mahaffy remarks: 
"The building of so many temples throughout Upper Egypt 
points to leisure from internal disturbances, a considerable 

outlay, and a disposition to conciliate the national [i. e. not 
his own] religion. It may have been the policy of the wily 
Sosibios, the king's minister, but could hardly have been 
carried out against the king's consent, so that Philopator, 
though the Jews believed him to have been very adverse to 
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their religion, was not opposed to that compromise which 
led ultimately to a re-assertion of the old creed, and of 
native ideas, against the imported Hellenism." Conciliation, 
rather than violent interference, mark Philopator's nature, 
and this would seem to render the narrative of 3 Mace. 
entirely incredible, when it represents him as a rabid 

missionary for the cult of Dionysus. But two considera- 
tions occur to me against this view. First, the writer of 

3 Mace. nowhere asserts that Philopator had any religious 
animosity against the Jews. He simply tells us: TrpoeOETo 
8e Gr!Loorla Kara TroV EOvovs Gtabovatl 'ryov (3 Mace. ii. 27). 
The last word implies no religious persecution at all, and it 

may well be that the Jews read into Ptolemy's hostility 
a meaning it did not necessarily possess. Even according 
to 3 Mace., Ptolemy Philopator makes no attempt to 
interfere with the Jewish worship. It is worth contrasting 
the language used here with that of I Mace. regarding 
Antiochus Epiphanes: 

I Mace. i. 41 seq. 

Kalt yparev o6 3a(TtXavs 7'aop 

TrI pacrLXe'a avTro ElvaL 7Travra 

els haov E'va .. .Kat ai7TerTEL- 

hEr 6 3a(rtaivs 3iX3la Ev XeplP 

ayyeXcor e 'IEpovcaAXltL Kal ras 

'TroXEl 'lovba, 7ropevOijvaL doroco 

volqoCi o aXXorpCvio rTi yrs, 
Kal K(,XoUaCL oXoKavrCoAara Kac 

Ov-ltav Kca o-7rovrilv EK roV 

ayLaoaroaTy, K at /3?jArl&o-at 
Oafd/3aTa Kal Eopra ... . Tre 

e7rLXaaE-OaL roav vo'iov, KaL ax- 
Xdiat 7raavra Ta btKaLo,wara. 

3 Mace. ii. 27 seq. 
7ITT TOV Kara rTlv avXv 7rvp- 

yov (rrT?rjXv avacTrrr1oas, EKO- 

XaIE?V ypaf)rv, Tji vajwv T V 

OUO6TWV els Td eLEp autcrTV ELaL-C' 

at, .. ..L'a 8e C TOlS 7TracLv 

a7rEXo6'Evos (alvrlTra, v7rE- 

ypaEcv, ea2 be rTLVs e aV 'rV 

TrpoaLpOVrTat Ev TOtS KaTa TaS 

TEXEraS ?peEvrMlVevots avao-rpe`- 

Ecraat, TOVTOVS irov roXTas 'AXE6- 

avSpcrta-lv vEal. 

Mr. Bissell's note on iii. 21 (a passage to be further 
discussed below) is therefore quite erroneous. "The Jewish 

religion," comments Mr. Bissell, "the king regarded as one 
which was now to be rooted out." In point of fact, Ptolemy 
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merely wishes the Jews to join in the Dionysian rites as 
a preliminary to following their own worship; he does not 

prohibit Jewish rites, nor does he foist IBacchus into the 
Jewish synagogue. We know (of. Schiirer, History of the 
Jewish Peop3le, English Translation, II, 2, p. 275) that in 
the very towns where the Jews enjoyed 1o-o-iroXtTE&a, they 
excited much animosity by declining to worship the local 

gods as well as their own God. Josephus reports 
(Antiqv,ities, XII, 3, ? 2) a similar episode in Antioch. 

Ptolemy's action was accordingly just the desire to inflict 
a * 'yov (3 Macc. ii. 27) by forcing the Jews to abandon 

their old immunity from this local condition of citizenship 
(cf. Schiirer, p. 274). Just as we should have expected, 
then, a careful examination of 3 Macc. implies no severe 

religious persecution, though we cannot doubt that the 
Jews themselves wished to regard any attack on their 

privileges as an attack on Judaism. Yet 3 Macc. is 

comparatively free from this suggestion, the religious 
colouring of 3 Macc. being far less conspicuous than is 
that of i Macc. But my point is that, though the 

subsequent elaboration be unhistorical, the author of 

3 Macc. unconsciously reveals as the real motive for 

Philopator's desire to enter the Temple a consideration 
which becomles luminous and credible fr-om the remarks 
of Prof. Mahaffy quoted above. For this is what we read 
in 3 Macc. i. 8 seq.: r-6v 8E 'lovbaiawv 8ta7iE fra/'VC0v 7ZJTp6 

av'rov ai7r rijs, yEpovoias, Kat 7TTWPEoj3VrTEPcO 70oS' akT7TwaTOfopovs! 

aujrvT Kat SEvLa KObLLOvvTas' Kat Em71 Trobs, ov)14E/?1KooL o-vyXap7l- 
o-opEvovs', o-vz43q pkiXov a'r;v rpoOv~ Oievat x" 7rpi5s 

avrovs rapayEvEmO0at. btaKOMWtO-OES! 'iE EN J1EpoooJAvMa, Kat v%asa 
7- /WtEYLO-TO OELf Ka\t Xa (Lp7as! a7nbsl 9 irO Kal O TOJY k rtL 7T) T07T&() 

w otna-aS', Kaa\t 87' 7apayEPo/-4fvog Els 7Toy 7071ov, KcQL T-' Cr7rOUSaLOT'T1LT 

L U' L Be' ~~~~~~Ka~l TVp'V TO" I1EPOU C'TaL'LcV 
KaL E1TprpreiL KTaT7-TrXayELs, OaupdcraS 

u 
Qr 

V 

EveOuIL'Olr f3OUXEWTaaOaL EdoqCXOdv Cds Trv vao'v. From this it is 
clear that Philopator's architectural tastes lent force to 
what was perhaps a mercenary motive (see p. 53 below). 
In point of fact the admiration he felt for the building is 
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distinctly assigned in 3 Mace. itself as his motive. Does 
not this fit in admirably with the propensity of Philopator 
towards building, a propensity now first clearly revealed 

by Prof. Mahaffy's researches? That Philopator had an 
artistic motive, as well as the mercenary one to be 
discussed below, is clear from his naive surprise that 
there could be any religious objection to his proceeding 
further: Kal c7rvv0aVEOdo bLa Tiva alTiav e1repX0oevov avr''v ls 

rTav T4CEVOS, ov0IeO EKWtXV- rrv Trapovrwv (3 Mace. i. I3), 
a remark which bears a clear stamp of genuineness. It 
well fits in with what must have been the general 
knowledge of Philopator's love of raising monuments and 
shrines, when, at the end of the deliverance, we are told 

(3 Macc. vii. 20): as Ka' avLEcpwc'avres Ev orT7AJ Kara TOV Trjs 

(rv/jiToo-asq T07TOIv -Tpoo-EVXisX KaOL8pvaarvTEs, avv -Lav v als. 

I attach more importance to another incident: viz. the 

part played by Ptolemy's elephants in the story told in 

3 Mace. Some discredit has been cast on the latter book 

by the very fact that Josephus repeats this episode of 
the refractory behaviour of certain Egyptian elephants 
who turn on their drivers instead of crushing the Jews. 

Josephus (Against Apion, II, 5) has this passage: " When 

Ptolemy Physkon had the presumption to fight against 
Omas's army, and had caught all the Jews that were in 
the city (Alexandria) with their children and wives, and 

exposed them naked and in bonds to his elephants, that 

they might be trodden upon and destroyed, and when 
he had made those elephants drunk for that purpose, the 
event proved contrary to his preparations; elephanti enim, 
relinquentes sibi appositos Iudaeos impetu facto super 
amicos eius, multos ex eis interemere." Schiirer remarks 

(History of the Jewish People, II, vol. 3, English Trans., 
p. 217) that "some unascertained fact may certainly be 
the foundation of the legend, the older form of which seems 
to have been in the hands of Josephus, since all is in his 
account simpler and more psychologically comprehensible, 
and he was evidently unacquainted with 3 Macc. When 
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then the latter refers the history to Ptolemy IV instead 
of VII, this is already a divergence from the older legend, 
and still more so are the other additions with which the 
author has enriched the narrative." 

But I think that a careful consideration of this elephant 
incident points rather to Ptolemy Philopator than to Pto- 

lemy Physkon. It is surely difficult to avoid recalling 
the refractory behaviour of Ptolemy Philopator's elephants 
at the battle of Raphia, with which, be it remembered, 
the writer of 3 Macc. connects his whole story. This 
is what Polybius (V, 84) says (I cite the passage from 
Mr. Shuckburgh's translation): "Ptolemy (Philopator), 
accompanied by his sister, having arrived at the left wing 
of his army, and Antiochus with the royal guard at the 

right: they give the signal for the battle, and opened 
the fight by a charge of elephants. Only some few of 

Ptolemy's elephants came to close quarters with the foe: 
seated on these the soldiers in the howdahs maintained 
a brilliant fight, lunging at and striking each other with 
crossed spears. But the elephants themselves fought still 
more brilliantly, using all their strength in the encounter, 
and pushing against each other, forehead to forehead. The 

way in which elephants fight is this: they get their tusks 

entangled and jammed, and then push against one another 
with all their might, trying to make each other yield 
ground, until one of them proving superior in strength 
has pushed aside the other's trunk; and when once he 
can get a side blow at his enemy, he pierces him with 
his tusks, as a bull would with his horns. Now, most of 

Ptolemy's animals, as is the way with Libyan elephants, 
were afraid to face the fight; for they cannot stand the 
smell or the trumpeting of the Indian elephants, but are 

frightened at their size and strength, I suppose, and run 

away from them at once without waiting to come near 
them. This is exactly what happened on this occasion: 
and upon their being thrown into confusion antd bein,!g 
driven back upon their own lines, Ptolemy's guard gave 
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way before the rvush of the anivmals; while Antiochus, 
wheeling his men so as to avoid the elephants, charged 
the division of cavalry under Polycrates. At the same 
time the Greek mercenaries stationed near the phalanx, 
and behind the elephants, charged Ptolemy's peltasts and 
made them give ground, the elephants having already 
thrown their ranks also into confusion. Thus Ptolemy's 
whole left wing began to give way before the enemy." 

We have, thus, a striking piece of evidence that those 
of Ptolemy Philopator's elephants, which were engaged 
at Raphia, were not easily manageable, and it is not too 
much to suppose that those which stayed at home were 
of the same disposition, and that his guards were equally 
incompetent to control them. Hence we are quite pre- 
pared to believe with 3 Mace. vi. 2i, especially when 
Philopator's elephants are concerned: Kal a&r-rpebav ra 
Oripia E7rl ra\s (rve7 evas EVo7rXovs bvPaj,LEt&, Kal Kare7rCaTovv 
avraT KaL WAhOpevor. Nor does this exhaust the striking 
testimony which the elephants offer in favour of 3 Macc. 
For while there is evidence that Ptolemy Philopator was 
particularly devoted to the acquisition of elephants, and 
that in general, the military strategists of his day were 
all believers in the value of elephants in war, there is 
no proof that the subsequent Ptolemies had the same con- 
fidence in these unwieldy animals. I would suggest that 
the Battle of Raphia itself, added to the Roman triumphs 
over the Carthaginians, must have been largely instru- 
mental in revising military notions on this subject. At 
Raphia Ptolemy triumphed, not because of, but in spite 
of his elephants, while the Romans may almost be said 
to have done the same when once they had overcome 
their fear of the beasts to which they were unaccustomed. 
According to Mr. Mahaffy's statement (p. 271) "there was 
recently found in Upper Egypt (Edfu) a votive inscription 
of Lichas the Acarnanian, the general sent up by Ptolemy 
Philopator to capture elephants in far Ethiopia." This 
is the full inscription, as cited by Mr. Mahaffy: acrAXEt 
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1Irohea&alco KatL | /3aatXhacrt Aptvorj OleoLs | fXo7raroptL Ka& 

Zapa7rtLb Kat I IaTtb Atxas fIvppov AKaplav j crrparryos aTo- 

aoraXhEs eIrL rvr Onrpav rTov eXEpav 1 rwo (then after a gap) 
ro 3bvrepoV. How pointed this fondness of Philopator for 

elephants was, must be emphasized from an earlier passage 
in Mr. Mahaffy's book: it will also show a negative reason 

against placing the elephant incident in any later reign than 
that of Ptolemy Philopator. " It must be, I think," says 
Mr. Mahaffy (p. 2I6), "to this king (Ptolemy III) that the 
story in Agatharchides (apud Phot. I4) is to be referred, 
who describes how the savages of the Troglodyte country 
killed the elephant, either by hamstringing him or by 
shooting at him with great bows worked by three men. 
They destroyed so many recklessly, as all savages are 
wont to act in similar circumstances, that Ptolemy feared 
the supply of these animals required for Egypt would fall 
short, and offered the people, through his generals, large 
rewards to preserve them. They replied that they would 
not take his whole sovereignty as compensation for their 

sport. There is so little mention of elephant-hunting 
under any king later than Ptolemy IV, that I set this 
anecdote in the present reign." The earlier Ptolemies were 
far more concerned than were the later to obtain elephants. 
Philadelphus collected 300 (Polybius, V, 79) while Strabo 
(cf. Mahaffy, p. 128) tells us of the foundation of a " number 
of settlements on the Somali coast by the officers sent 
to catch elephants for the second and third Ptolemies." 

Grimm rather unduly presses against the author of 

3 Macc. the somewhat different part attributed by Polybius 
to Arsinoe at the Battle of Raphia. The former (3 Mace. 
i. 4) says: yevoE'vres be Kaprepas .yaX's Kat rov rpaylLarcwv 

pa;\Aov Epp(o,)p vov T') AvTloXY, iKavos V 'Apo-tvon iE7rr7opEv-ra- 

IAEVY ras bSvvaLLets 7rapEKaAXE, EITa OTKTOV Ko a baKpvov rovS 

7rAOK(a.ovs XehvEievrh, /3orJOev eavrols rE Kar Tols TreKaoLS Kal 

yvvalei OappaXE'so, EtrayyeXXo/JE'q bU'Etv vlK7jcra(rov EcKacrry S 

uvJs Xpvo-ov. Polybius' narrative of the Battle of Raphia 
agrees with 3 Macc. (i) in asserting that Ptolemy won after 
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an initial discomfiture, (2) in attributing a brave part 
to Arsinoe. The differences, however, show that our 
author did not derive his narrative directly or entirely 
from Polybius. There are no similarities in the language, 
and Arsinoe in 3 Macc. addresses the troops during the 
battle, and offers them large sums of money-an offer 
which is regarded by some critics as highly improbable. 
" Ein Versprechen," says Grimm, " welches Arsinoe, wenn 
sie in der Angst gethan haben sollte, schwerlich haitte 
halten Konnen." "The promise," says Mr. Bissell, im- 

proving on the commentator to whom he owes so much, 
" which she is here said to have given, she could not have 
been in circumstances to fulfil." 

Why not? That the writer was well acquainted with 
the position of Arsinoe is obvious, for, like Polybius, he 
terms her the king's sister, and not sister-wife, as she 
afterwards became. Arsinoe, as we shall see, had not 
passed through a happy youth, but Prof. Mahaffy (p. 276 n.) 
ingeniously suggests that her bravery at the Battle of 
Raphia earned her the position of queen. Is it unlikely 
then that her bravery was shown, not as Polybius says, 
in the calm before the battle, but as 3 Macc. would have 
it, in the hottest crisis of the fight, when Ptolemy's army 
seemed very near defeat, and was perhaps saved by her 
brave exhortation from destruction? That Arsinoe, Ptolemy's 
queen and sister, was a woman of strong and vigorous cha- 
racter is revealed by her face as it appears on her coin. It is 
a firm and determined countenance that looks out upon the 
beholder. The more one thinks of it, the less likely is it 
that Arsinoe remained, as Polybius' narrative implies, a 
mere silent spectator of the fight. 

Moreover, in a subsequent book (Book XV, 25-33), 
Polybius describes the effect of the death of Arsinoe on 
the public mind in language which may lend additional 
strength to the foregoing conjectures. When Arsinoe was 
murdered, the truth only slowly leaked out, but when the 
Alexandrian populace became aware of what had happened, 
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their indignation was unbounded. "Though rumours," says 
Polybius, "which turned out to be true, had found their 
way among the people, they had up to this time been 
disputed; now there was no possibility of hiding the truth, 
and it became deeply impressed in the minds of all. 
Indeed there was great excitement among the populace; 
no one thought about the king; it was the fate of Arsinoe 
that moved them. Some recalled her orphanhood; others 
the tyranny and insult she had endured from her earliest 
days; and when her miserable death was added to these 
misfortunes, it excited such a passion of pity and sorrow 
that the city was filled with sighs, tears and irrepressible 
lamentations. Yet it was clear," adds Polybius, in a very 
inept comment, "to the thoughtful observer, that these 
were not so much signs of love for Arsinoe as of hatred 
towards Agathocles." It may well be that the author 
of 3 Macc. knew of this feeling for Arsinoe and also that 
he was aware of something in her earlier days which had 
won the admiration of the crowd. This something may 
well have been the active part attributed to her in the 
Battle of Raphia by the author of 3 Macc. It must be 
remembered that at the time of the battle she was still 

very young. 
The further details of the events following Arsinoe's 

death may even be pressed into another confirmation of 

3 Mace. For how does Agathocles endeavour to allay the 

popular resentment? He seeks to appeal to the soldiers' 
cupidity. Polybius tells us: 7rpTroT yIv E uv tvov Tas bvdCELEtS 

Wqf,cotlaoev. Does not this almost seem as though Arsinoe 
was herself a persona grata with the army, and that 
Agathocles bestows a money gift on the troops to oblite- 
rate the memory of similar gifts from her such as the 

impugned statement in 3 Macc. describes ? It is interesting 
to see that the populace was by no means appeased by this 
and other measures. Agathocles himself paid the penalty 
of his life, and yet another incident reveals the hold which 
Arsinoe had over the hearts of her fiiends. " At the same 
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time some young girls who had been brought up with 
Arsinoe, having learnt that Philammon, the chief agent 
in the murder of that queen, had arrived three days 
before from Cyrene, rushed to his house; forced their way 
in; killed Philammon with stones and sticks; strangled his 
infant son;' and, not content with this, dragged his wife 
naked into the street, and put her to death." It is hard 
in the light of such a popular veneration for Arsinoe, 
a veneration evidently gained in her youth, to maintain 
that the author of 3 Mace. may not have had in his mind 
a well-authenticated popular tradition when he assigned to 
her so important a r6le at the Battle of Raphia. As to the 

large sum promised by Arsinoe, in the event of victory, 
possibly she hoped to obtain it from the Syrian spoils. 
The Syrian kings were known to keep large reserves of 

gold for war (cf. Mahaffy, p. I97), and Arsinoe may have 

expected that Ptolemy would capture these. Besides the 
calculation that her offer applied to the whole 75,000 of 

Ptolemy's troops (as Grimm supposes) is probably an error. 

According to Polybius, it was Ptolemy's left wing which 

gave way. Hence, if Arsinoe addressed the rest of the 

troops after this partial defeat, she must have spoken only 
to the right wing on which were stationed the "Greek 
mercenaries." We do not know what proportion these 
formed of the whole army, but it is a not unnatural 

suggestion that her promise of two minas of gold each to 
the victors applied solely to them. 

But we need not rely on conjecture. Instead of betraying 
ignorance, the author of 3 Macc. really displays much 

knowledge when he ascribes to Arsinoe the possession of con- 
siderable private treasures. The Egyptian princesses, says 
Mr. Mahaffy (p. 447), " seem to have had resources always 
under their control." Indeed one of the most remarkable 
facts in the history of the Ptolemies is the extraordinary 
wealth of the female members of the royal family. This 
would hardly have been inferred from Polybius, but is 
clearly proved by recent discoveries. The author of 3 Macc. 
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was evidently in possession of authentic information which 
Polybius either overlooked or could not obtain. 

Let us now turn from this examination of the opening 
narrative of 3 Mace. to a passage which occurs towards the 
close. When the Jews, after their deliverance, returned 
home, we are told that they passed safely " over land, and 
sea, and river:" tavXvcav a'o- treVS, eiXEvOpo, vT7epXapeiS, Sta Te 
y Kai at 0ahcr-rrlo Kal 7oraT,ov avacroo/tevoL rl rov /3aoAXkgs6 
Ertrayp, Ecao-ros! e.s rv ittav (3 Macc. vii. 2o). These words 
have been severely attacked. "There was no sea to cross 
in Egypt," says Mr. Bissel; "and the author was probably 
betrayed into this inconsistency by his straining after 
effect." Grimm said the same thing before him: "In 
Aegypten war kein Meer zu durchschiffen. In diesen 
groben Verstoss verfiel der Erzaihler durch sein Haschen 
nach poetischer Schilderei." If, however, we follow the 
route which, according to the author of 3 Macc., the Jews 
took on their return to their Egyptian homes, it will 
appear that the author was perfectly accurate. The Jews 
all started together from Alexandria, and proceeded up the 
Nile or the natural Canal, and only parted company on 
reaching Ptolemais (3 Macc. vii. 17). This Ptolemais, as 
Grimm rightly points out, is not the great Ptolemais in 
Upper Egypt, but the nearer city of the same name, which 
was probably an anchoring-place on the Nile in Central 
Egypt. It was the "Ptolemais at the harbour," where, 
according to the Petrie Papyri (Mahaffy, I22), was situated 
the p3a-rtLXr KaraXvo-is. This and Crocodilopolis were the 
chief towns of the district. If some of the Jews lived in 
the Fayyum, they were bound to cross Lake Moeris in 
order to reach their homes. Now the Petrie Papyri (I, p. 43) 
establish the fact that in the settlement of the Fayyum Jews 
were allowed to found villages by Ptolemy I, and (this is 
of importance to another branch of my argument) the Jews 
of the Fayyum were not quite on a par with the Greeks. 
"Mr. Grenfell, among the papyri he acquired in I895, has 
shown me," says Mr. Mahaffy (p. 86 n.), "one from the 
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Fayyum, speaking of the o-af,i3aOlov (synagogue) of Aris- 

tippus, son of Jakoub, no doubt in Samaria there." (See 
p. 175 below). In another from Luxor a Jew named Danooul 
is mentioned. Both of these are of the second century B. C. 

Hence it is quite clear that some of the Jews must have 
resided on the other side of Lake Moeris at the time of 

Philopator. It will be sufficient to say that in the light 
of new discoveries the old belief in the extensive surface of 
this piece of water is fully confirmed. Strabo regarded the 

great lake as having once formed part of the sea, and it 
is at all events not improbable that, though an earlier 

Queen Arsinoe, in 262 B. c., reclaimed some of the district, 
the present lake, with a far higher level than at present, 
covered, in Philopator's time, some of the area now under 
cultivation. This, I suggest, is the "sea" alluded to so 

appropriately by the author of 3 Macc. as having been 
crossed immediately after leaving Ptolemais. In support of 
this theory, I cannot refrain from quoting a rather longer 
passage from Mr. Mahaffy's description of the lake and its 

approaches from the Nile (p. I73):- 
When the train leaving Wasta on the Nile has passed a long 

cutting in the desert, through the saddle of high ground separating 
the oasis of Arsinoe from the Nile Valley, the traveller suddenly 
looks down upon a band of the richest green-orchards, gardens, 
farms-which extends north and south as far as the eye can reach; 
from its east border he looks downward about five or six miles, till 
the gradual slope reaches a long, very blue lake, stretched out as the 
western boundary of the oasis, and beyond it the amber mountains 
of the Libyan desert rising abruptly from its shores. The scene is 
one of strange and unexpected beauty, and probably the most 
fascinating in all Egypt. There is now little doubt that the lake 
at the bottom of this oasis, which lies far deeper than the level 
of the sea-not to say the low Nile-is fed by the same sort of 
supply that fertilizes the other oases-a deep underground drainage 
from the mountains far south in Africa. But at present this lake 
is brackish, its banks far round the eastern shore are salt marshes, 
not fit for cultivation, and only inhabited here and there by wild 
fishermen, who reap the harvest of the well-stocked water. 

This lake, as it now stands, is of course useless to the irrigation of 
the district, except to hold surplus water sent down to it. There is 
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no possible escape but evaporation, as it, like the Dead Sea in Pales- 
tine, is far below the level of the Mediterranean. But along the 
upper rim of the eastern side, the traveller coming in from Wasta 
finds the ample supply of the so-called Bahr Yusuf, a natural canal 
which leaves the Nile far away south, and runs like an independent river 
in its own channel. As soon as it arrives over against the Fayyum 
[this, I should add, would be just at the Ptolemais of 3 Macc.], it is 
diverted into channels running south-west, west, north-west, in 
curved lines, so that on the map the district seems to have a hollow 

cup shape. All these various arteries amply irrigate a large area, 
and finally make their way, sometimes through ravines, and even by 
waterfalls, to the lake. But yet most of the downward slope is very 
gradual, and the whole aspect from the desert near the Nile is, not 
that of a cup, but of a crescent-shaped salad-plate, deepening very 
gradually as it reaches the outer rim, and holding in the bottom of 
this curved depression the water of the lake ... 

Now the ancients who describe the place, Herodotus, Diodorus, 
Strabo, give a wholly different account. Though the two latter speak 
of the great fertility of the province (which Herodotus does not', 
they all agree that the lake, which they describe as one of enormous 
size, was designed or applied not to make a fertile province here, 
but to hold surplus water from the Nile, and give it back again when 
the inundation fell, thus irrigating middle and lower Egypt, below 
the point of exit (somewhere near the present Wasta). The old 
Lake Moeris, therefore, which they saw, or may have seen, must 
have been very much higher than the present lake. Instead of being 
far below the level, even of the sea, it must have been below the 
level of the low Nile. Either therefore the Lake Moeris of antiquity 
was an artificial lake, made at the high level, where the Bahr Yusuf 
enters the oasis, and separated by a large declining slope of land 
from the present lake, or the present lake must then have covered 
allmost the whole of the Fayyum. The former is the French theory 
set forth by Linant Bey; the latter that of the English, supported 
in Major Brown's recent book. 

Whichever theory be true, at all events it seems clear 
to me that the author of 3 Macc. was guilty of no groben 
lrerstoss when he represented a section of his Jews as 
having left the river and " crossed the sea" after reaching 
Ptolemais on the Nile, or the Bahr Yusuf. 

The temptation to linger over details must, however, 
be abandoned, and some more general considerations sug- 
gested, again, by Mr. Mahaffy's new data, in favour of 
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the authenticity of 3 Mace., must be examined. The evi- 
dence for something like a persecution of the Jews in 
the reign of Ptolemy Philopator is too strong to be resisted. 
The persecution was not religious, but the error of 
3 Mace. merely represents the popular Jewish estimation 
of Ptolemy's attempt to intrude within the inner recesses 
of the Temple. (Cf. Daniel xi. 12 a.) Ptolemy Philopator 
was not only a debauchee; he was an extravagant and 
luxurious builder, fond, as Athenaeus tells us, of construct- 
ing huge and costly ships. M. Revillout has explained the 
lengths to which debasing of the coinage proceeded in his 
reign (cf. Mahaffy, Greek Life and Thought, p. 486). Ptolemy 
Philopator must have needed money, and he may very 
well have thought of despoiling Jerusalem when his hopes 
of gaining Antiochus' treasures failed. For after the 
Battle of Raphia, Ptolemy, in the language of Polybius, 
"being thoroughly satisfied with his unexpected success, 
and generally at his unlooked for acquisition of Coele- 
Syria, he was by no means indisposed to peace; but even 
more inclined to it than he ought to have been: influenced 
in that direction by the habitual effeminacy and corrup- 
tion of his manner of living. Accordingly, when Antipater 
and his colleague arrived, after some little bluster and 
vituperation of Antiochus, for what had taken place, he 
agreed to a truce for a year ... and started with his sister 
and friends for Alexandria." What is more likely than 
that on the way, Ptolemy, attracted by the artistic beauty 
of the Temple of Jerusalem, should also have planned the 
despoiling of its treasures, in order to replenish his coffers ? 
We can gain an incidental confirmation of this from the 
strange narrative of Josephus, with regard to the nephew 
of the High Priest Onias, and Philopator's predecessor. 
Whatever may be thought of this narrative (Antiquities, 
XII, 494), one point comes out clearly. An effort was 
already being made by Ptolemy III to increase the taxa- 
tion of Judea. This Judean youth visits Alexandria, and 
is present at the auction of the taxes of Coele-Syria, 
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Phoenicia, Samaria, and Judea. Josephus' narrative con- 
tinues at this point as follows:-" Now when the day 
came on which the king was to farm the taxes of the 
cities, and those that were the men of principal dignity 
in their several countries bid for them, the sum of what 
was bidden for the taxes of Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, Judea, 
and Samaria, amounted altogether to 8,ooo talents. There- 

upon Joseph accused the bidders of having agreed together 
to estimate the value of the taxes at too low a rate, and 

promised that he would himself give twice as much for 
them, and for those who did not pay, he would send 
the king their whole substance, for this privilege was 
also sold with the taxes [and usually formed the perquisite 
of the farmer]. The king was pleased to hear that offer, 
and because it augmented his revenues, he said he would 
confirm the sale of the taxes to him." The Jews, however, 
remained faithful to Egypt in its wars with Syria, for this 
increase of taxation did not fall entirely on them, and 
moreover, the pill was gilded by the honour shown in this 
preference of a Judean over other bidders. But in the 
next reign, the fidelity of the Jews has vanished. They 
no longer side with Egypt, and despite the victory of 
Ptolemy Philopator over Antiochus III, they transfer their 
allegiance to the latter. This was an extraordinary change, 
for the Jews had been for upwards of a century devotedly 
attached to their Egyptian lords. Some explanation is 
needed for this change. Mere fickleness, as Polybius 
suggests, is an insufficient theory, for the Jews had not 
been fickle to the first three Ptolemies. The psychological 
need of a persecution surely agrees too well with the story 
of 3 Mace. for us to reject the explanation which the 
latter so readily supplies. 

What the persecution really was may be conjectured 
with some ease by reading between the lines of 3 Mace. 
It began with a pecuniary extortion, and perhaps cul- 
minated in a policy of degradation which had to be met 
by great pecuniary sacrifices on the part of the Alexandrian 
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Jews. The tendency to ascribe the rescue to a super- 
natural agency is quite in keeping with Hellenistic Jewish 
practice. Just as the Jewish Sibyl puts in her appearance 
at Alexandria, so the author of 3 Macc. introduces us to 
the thoroughly Greek and very un-Jewish apparitions who 
come to the rescue in the hippodrome. How thoroughly 
Hellenistic, how like 2 Macc., and how unlike the Jewish 
I Mace., is this: T'dr o 6 eyaXdboSoso 7ravTOKpdrwp Kat aXrLOrobs 

' VI 
feds, eTtKaz ro ay~ov vov rpocrToV, loveo-e ras ovpaopovs 

7rvAas, 'e t~V oeboSac!fJvo& bvo 7oEOepoetLe yyeXoL Kare'fo-ay 

rwv vTrevavrTLWV io TrXApoav rapax's Kal bEtALas, KaC aK?v'rotI 
,b8ro-av Tre'ats. KaL V'7TOcrpKo Ka\ rb rov 3aarXErcogs ocrLa 

ye?V?07r], Katl ArOr] Tr Opa6ros avTrov Tr fapv0vpov e'Aa/3. It 

almost looks as though this phrase 7rAXv rois 'ovbatoLs was 
intended to silence Jewish eye-witnesses who might have 
denied that any such angels appeared. 

But, I repeat, though the sophistication is here obvious 

enough, the writer has a way of revealing the authenticity 
of his story amid its impossibilities or exaggerations. We 
can with a little trouble discover exactly the designs which 

Ptolemy Philopator may have formed against the Jews of 

Egypt, but which he abandoned, no doubt for a substantial 
consideration. The author of 3 Mace. unfolds Ptolemy's 
motives in two passages. First comes the threat (ii. 28): 
'Tdvmras ' 7TrovS 'Iov s E?s AXaoypa)av Kai olKETrKJv bitadOE' 

&a0OXval, Trovs e avTriAyovTas ftiga depo!edv ovs TOV ,11' IeraOrrrcaL. 
The other passage is contained in the concocted letter of 

Ptolemy, which seems to contain at least one element of 
ViZ. ii0: q'JE ,, ,- 0,7rtv 'PO' TEvptJep~veXO~vres,' truth, viz. (iii. 20): YeLS rE r TOVTr) avoLa (rvL7TpEv0 

Kai yeT ZKa VIKS 8taKoLtLrOeYreTES, Kal eLg TNrV A'tyvrro T rol aa 

E(OVEOc fLtav6p7rco's a'ravTra'wavTes, KaOw5s 'npeE7rev ETrotqraylev. 
v b6 TOTror rpos rovs i o/jofvovs v avriV7 aLv?lrLKaKcav &7racr 

yvcopi(ovres, ba rT v T oy (rvyaXCav KaL ra TErcTrcTrevlea .eWra 

a7rXoTrlros avrols apXrq0eEv uivpta trp'y/aTa roXy,rravrEs EaaXoL&-c- 

craL, :ouX\OnIL/ev KaCL 1IoXLTELeaS aiTOUs 'AXeSavSpe&v KaTacl,icraL Kal 

fLCTOXOUS TWV (tEL LCPEWV KOaTTTrTTaL . .. 0a OV lAOOV aetrTpeIaVTao Tr?v 
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ary-rlTrov noXtretaV, aXa Kal ev'a/33e oovrtrat Aoyy) r Kat crtyr, roVS 

Ev avrois odhyov lrpos 17jzas yvo?7-cos 8laKel~Ervovs, rap' EKaora 

vfop(SftevoL &t a Tr7 8V(TKXEEcra'rTs1 E3ut(ToE s 8ta TaXovs nljaS 

KaTrarTpe'atL ra KarTpOo,Iara. 
I am far from asserting that Prof. Mahaffy's discoveries 

have rendered these passages completely lucid. But so 
much has been revealed that it would argue considerable 

obtusity in a critic who would fail to recognize that there 
breathes over these statements of 3 Mace. an air of literal 
truth. First about Mr. Mahaffy's discovery, for it is nothing 
less, of what I may call an Alexandrian citizenship out- 
side Alexandria. That the Alexandrian citizenship entailed 
distinct privileges has long been known, but it is only 
recently that this particular citizenship has been found 
to apply to others than those resident in Alexandria. 
I would particularly point to the Fayyum, because we 
have already seen that Jews were settle(l in that district 
with the enjoyment of considerable privileges. But they 
held no land, and were not on an equality with the 
Macedonian veterans or KX?povxot. These veterans retained 
their Alexandrian rights under Ptolemy II, "for they 
speak in their wills of the furnished house in Alexandria, 
1oo miles distant. No doubt this enabled them to retain 
the privileges of that sort of citizenship" (Mahaffy, p. 77). 
The rights conferred were (i) the freedom from poll-tax; 
(2) freedom from indirect taxes on stores and oils, as is 
shown from the Revenue Papyrus, cols. 6 seq., where the 
formula frequently occurs: KaL coo-re el rrlv ev AkeaavbpEtat 
btaOea-lv ov TreXo ov0ev T7paETaLt. The Fayyum Jews were on 
a different footing. They seem to have paid the poll-tax 
(haoypaf)av K.r.X., 3 Mace. ii. 28), and certainly must have 
been subject to dues on commodities, for the Fayyum Jews 
were entirely engaged in trade and not in agriculture. 
Now the passage I have just cited from 3 Macc. fits in 
admirably with this. The Fayyum Jews were offered by 
Ptolemy certain privileges which shall constitute them 
"Alexandrian citizens." It will be clearly seen that 
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Ptolemy throughout is represented as dealing with the 
Egyptian Jews who lived outside Alexandria, and the use 
of the word "sea" in the passage discussed above, leads me 
to infer that he was chiefly thinking of the Jewish settlers 
in the Fayyum district. That Ptolemy's innovation was 
mainly concerned with non-Alexandrians is clear enough 
from the whole tenor of 3 Macc., the chief element of 
interest being the accumulation of masses of country Jews 
in the capital.. Thus ch. iii opens: & Kait /eTakAatavltw 
o 8vceir-E/3s riE Troo-Orov \o'hrXtrv Jr-TE oO / dvov 0 rois Kar 

'AX?Eav?peLta bLopyicrEoOal, ax\a Kal ToLs ev rij X&cpa aapvrepws 

evavrtloOOval. From ch. iv. verses I 1 seq. it appears that the 
Alexandrian Jews were, at least in the first instance, less 
concerned than their brethren in the country, and in chs. vi 
and vii the Alexandrians are quite forgotten and the whole 
interest centres in the country Jews. How the narrative 
ignores them is seen from these passages of chs. vi and vii. 
The king entertains the Jews after their triumph: then 
(apparently all the Jews involved) vE'T&vXov 6 Tr) 3ao-LXAi, 
T-UV a7croXAv- avr'v eis T a f&a aTro-vjerov (vi. 37). Again, he 
issues a favourable proclamation but (again all the Jews 
involved are tacitly meant): Aafiovres 3e rnv em-crToXA'r 
r-avTv, OV'K eITr7ovba-av ev'OEWs yeveo-Oat w7Epl r-ij avf)o)ov 

(vii. 0o). But subsequently: avTol be ol EX?pt Oava'Tov 

TOv E OV Eo-t XKOTESr, wavriEXh (TrorilplaS aTroXavcrtv ElX?q)doTES 

areCev6av EK T?is 7oTXECoS 7ravTor evcr oLo aLieaL KaTE- (Yi-r PTI.LMg IEVbEI.OLTartOLg O KaTOE- 

TrelmeevoI fJier eV(dpO(rvvrsp Kat 30ios^, vt a'tosol Kal wateAEcrwlv 
VIUVOs evXaptroVVreS r(T) ?ei, rw- rarEpwV avr'v a 'ovCw T i-Tjpl. 
TOV '[o-pajX. TrapayevlOvres b8 els nHroXcEalaa K.r.X. (vii. 
i6 seq.). 

This thrusting of the Alexandrian Jews into the back- 
ground quite falls in with the suggestion I have made. 
Ptolemy, for various reasons which it is not hard to 
understand, was very desirous of simplifying the organiza- 
tion of the Fayyum, and in order to do this may (for 
a lump sum down in place of the poll-tax) have offered 
the "Alexandrian citizenship" to the Jews resident out- 
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side the city . But as a condition of Zco-oroaoXLTa, in the 

public mind at least, the worship of the national gods 
was essential. The old Alexandrian Jews had evaded 
this condition, but in the new birth of regard for local 

feelings on matters of religion which characterizes Pto- 

lemy IV, the king may have been unwilling to permit 
this relaxation to newly-admitted citizens. It may have 
occurred to him to' find a vent for his irritation at the 

indignity he received in Jerusalem, by insisting more 

stringently than he need have done on this condition. 
There is some confusion here, for the author evidently 
cannot make up his mind whether a "stigma" (ii. 27) or 
a " privilege" (iii. 2I) was intended by Ptolemy. Perhaps 
the king did not know himself. We may rely upon it 
that the Jews were heavily fined and perhaps ill-treated 
so severely as to give rise to the story of a cruel persecu- 
tion. I will add just one word in confirmation of a portion 
of the previous argument. In iii. 21 (already quoted 
above) the king declares that he had two objects, (I) to 
confer on the Jews (of the country districts) the " Alexan- 
drian citizenship," and (2) teroxovs rcv aew l epeLov (this 
is I believe the correct reading; cf. Mahaffy, p. 26i n.) 
KaTaTcrro-aL. I take this sentence to mean that Ptolemy 
wished the Jews to accept citizenship through the road 
of conformity with the national religion. To this extent 

only was his treatment of the Jews a religious persecution. 
As to the pecuniary oppression implied somehow in Ptolemy 
Philopator's proposed change of the Jewish status, the 
Jews were perhaps only under this monarch beginning 
to feel the pressure of the complicated bureaucratic rule, 
which exploited the whole country for the benefit of the 

royal exchequer. 
I. ABRAHAMS. 

Cf. the similar desire of Antiochus IV "to register the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem as citizens of Antioch " (2 Mace. iv. 9). 
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merchant of Cananor, a Malabar Mahometan, and the greatest man 
of that place next to the king." 

Pyrard, it will be seen, had a great contempt for the Jew. He 

summarily describes him as " the greatest scoundrel in the world." 
It is late in the day to dispute this severe verdict, but it is only fair 
to point out that the very full quasi-official narrative of Lancaster's 

expedition does not say a word about the theft of the "twelve or 
fifteen hundred Spanish pieces." 

India Office. B. LIONEL ABRAHAMS. 

AUTHORITIES: The Voyages of Sir James Lancaster to the East Indies (Hakluyt 
Society), 1877, pp. 74-IOI; The Voyage of FranVois Pyrard of Laval to the East 

Indies, the Maldives, &c. (Hakluyt Society), I887, pp. 283-285. 

af/3alOov: NOTE TO PAGE 51 ABOVE. 

IN my citation of this term from one of Mr. Grenfell's Ptolemaic 

Papyri, I adduced that scholar's view that a3ft3a6ov means 

"Synagogue." Professor Schiirer, however, in an article just 
published in the Theologische Literaturzeitung (Sept. 26, 1896, col. 522), 
offers an alternative suggestion which is very attractive. 

Professor Schiirer admits that the translation "Synagogue" is 

possible in the context, but he argues that as the document in which 
it occurs contains a list of personal names, it is probable that 

Zajl,a&o, also is the name of a person. Nay more, it is the name 
of a woman. Female names terminating in iov are elsewhere 

found, as, for instance, Tartov in a Jewish inscription at Phocea. 

(Cf. Reinach, Revue des Etudes Juives, vol. XII, I886, p. 236 sq.) 
Reinach has noticed other instances. Moreover, there is evidence 
that the masculine form of the name was also current; thus 

a3f3aarts occurs in the Corp. Inscr. Graec., n. 9910 (cf. Schiirer, 
Geschichte des jud. Volkes, II, 5 8). I might also point out that the 
name "Sabbatai" has always been popular with Jews. At least 
three Talmudical Rabbis bear the name, and in the Middle Ages 
it was even more common. (See e.g. the Index to Dr. Neubauer's 
Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles, vol. I1.) In modern times the name is 
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often used in the form " Sheftel," though the Hebrew form acquired 
unhappy notoriety in the person of Sabbatai Zevi. 

I need hardly add that Professor Schiirer's view as to the meaning 
of 2afOaOtov does not in the least vitiate the argument founded 
above (p. 51) regarding the existence of Jews in the Fayyum, during 
the reigns of the early Ptolemies. 

I. ABRAHAMS. 
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